YOU CAN
Have a REAL desktop replacement.

At Eurocom we see the future as a challenge. One in which our passion for technology, and our desire to make your life easier continue to evolve and sprout new and revolutionary ideas.

Why, we wonder would anyone want to be limited to one place by outmoded and dysfunctional computer hardware? Turn your back on that convoluted mess of cables, power bars, loud fans and hundreds of pounds of equipment.

Say goodbye to your old desktop and hello to its replacement.

Designed for graphics professionals, 3D modelling, CAD, digital content creators, engineers and anyone demanding maximum power and video, the D900T Phantom is quite the machine. It's a remarkable feat of engineering that allows us to use a 3.8 GHz processor, dual hard drives with up to 320 GB of storage and an ultra high resolution 17" widescreen LCD.

Let's not forget the additional built-in features like: integrated web cam, four speaker surround sound with subwoofer, full size keyboard, 7-in-1 media card reader, Gigabit LAN and TV tuner with Remote. Add to that the class leading performance of Intel® Pentium® 4 Processors with HT Technology and a 256 MB DDR2 Nvidia GeForce Go7800GTX Graphics Processor and... is that your desktop compiling?

Design Your Own at
www.eurocom.com

EUROCOM D900T Phantom
powered by Intel®
Pentium® 4 Processor
with HT Technology

EUROCOM is a registered trademark of Eurocom Corporation. Intel®, Intel Inside and Pentium® are registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries. All rights reserved. Price and specifications are subject to change without notice.